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NAME

Jodi 

 

RESIDENCE

Howard Lake MN

 

EMAIL

jodialtringer@gmail.com 

 

TITLE

Early Childhood Special Education

Professional Development Facilitator

 

FUN FACT

My favorite island escape is Jamaica. 

We have traveled there 10 times, so we

are officially Jamericans!

A BIT ABOUT ME

I am a licensed Early Childhood Special Education teacher.  I am

passionate about all things related to ECSE, but especially enjoy

thinking about coaching, assistive technology, and inclusion. I am

curious about adult learners and how to best support professional

learning.  I enjoy reading, gardening and fishing.  I love to wander with

my camera and when I am not reading early learning research, I am

learning more about photography and how to use my camera.

 

CURRENT ROLE/WORK

I support Early Childhood Special Education leaders and teams in

implementing recommended practices.  I work with implementation

teams who are focused on implementing practices related to our

Pyramid Model, Classroom Engagement Model, and Family Guided

Routines Based Intervention innovations.  I attend implementation

team meetings, helping the teams with coaching, training, data

collection, data based decision making and professional development. 

I attend and host trainings with these teams. I collaborate with other

professional development facilitators to create supporting materials

and organize resources. I regularly meet with ECSE leaders to identify

the needs of their programs and help to plan and sometimes facilitate

professional development to support these programs. Most of the

time, I am in my car and in the schools within my region.

 

REASON FOR MASTERMINDING

I am hoping to expand my professional learning network, hear diverse

perspectives, and create a space where I can dig deeper into early

learning.

 



NAME

Katherine

 

RESIDENCE

Anchorage, AK

 

EMAIL

staples_katherine@asdk12.org

 

TITLE

Instructional Lead, Special Education

Preschool and Early Intervention

Services

 

FUN FACT

I almost went to college to study

engineering instead of teaching.

 

 

A BIT ABOUT ME

I am a single Mom of a delightful ten year old boy named Katahdin. I

have 2 dogs, a labradoodle named Herbie and a border collie named JJ.

I love living in Alaska and I take advantage of the outdoors as much as

possible.

 

 

 

 

CURRENT ROLE/WORK

I would say that I coordinate the Early Intervention Services Center and

preschool child find, and am a support to all the preschool special

education classrooms in the Anchorage School District. I spend about

half my time at the Early Intervention Services Center, where I work

with our assessment teams and itinerant preschool teams, and the

other half out in schools.  When I am in schools I am either in meetings

or visiting classrooms and teachers.  I spend about 1-2 hours in the late

afternoon responding to emails, and calling teachers.  I am responsible

for the coordination of all the EISC, including coordinating placement

into schools and working with transportation to address bussing needs.

 

 

 

REASON FOR MASTERMINDING

No big dreams. Want to be more focused and intentional as we head

into next school year, our program is growing by about 10 more

classrooms (including 5 inclusive classrooms). I want to be able to

provide strong leadership to our program as it goes through its many

upcoming changes.

 



NAME

Heidi

 

RESIDENCE

Arvada, CO, just outside Denver 

 

EMAIL

Work: mccaslin_h@cde.state.co.us

Personal: h.mccaslin@comcast.net

 

TITLE

Preschool Director

 

FUN FACT

I played the flute from 5th grade

through high school.

 

A BIT ABOUT ME

Personally: I am a Colorado native. I have two children, 11 year old girl,

and 14 year old boy. Outside of work I spend a lot of time with my kids. I

also enjoy Pilates, hiking, camping, traveling. My parents and siblings

also live in Colorado.

CURRENT ROLE/WORK

I am responsible for state funded preschool programs in Colorado,

including the birth to age five child identification system. Colorado has

two state funded preschool programs, one for students at risk of school

failure, the other for students with an educational disability. We serve

approximately 40,000 children each year. A small number of the

preschool "positions" are currently serving kindergarten students to

cover the second half of their full day of school. I am in meetings 80% of

the time, team meetings, office meetings, unit meetings, interagency

meetings, or one on ones with staff. I work from an office in downtown

Denver across from the state capital. When I'm not in meetings I'm

reviewing documents, preparing for meetings, conducting project-

based work, planning, or responding to emails. I am responsible for a

team of about a dozen. Supporting them well, including their interfaces

with one another to achieve coherence and convergence across our

efforts, is my most important role. I do that by making sure we have

upper level leadership support for our work, that our budgets are in

place and money is spent appropriately, that they have autonomy

along with clear expectations.

REASON FOR MASTERMINDING

I'm interested in creating some additional ideas about managing my

schedule and time so that I am more available to do the work that I

believe is most important. Currently and for a while -- I feel that I'm just

getting by, keeping afloat. I really want to soar. I dream of allowing our

work to flourish, and that is more than putting out fires or running from

meeting to meeting and doing the real work in the cracks in between.

 



NAME

Susan 

 

RESIDENCE

Chicago, IL

 

EMAIL

suec@illinois.edu 

 

TITLE

Director, Early Intervention Training

Program at the University of Illinois

 

FUN FACT

I am flexible and adaptable, but also

want to do things well, so sometimes I

turn into my Type A self!

 

A BIT ABOUT ME

I'm a mom to 3 girls (14, 13, and 9), a 4-year old black lab mix, and a

wife. I am the youngest of nine, and come from a very tight knit

family. I have always lived in Illinois and have lived in Chicago for

the last 20 years. I am lucky to work as part of an incredible

statewide team, and I have a problem with saying "yes' to so many

projects!

 

 

 

CURRENT ROLE/WORK

I lead Illinois' professional development system for the early

interventionists". Every day is different. I am either working from my

home office in Chicago, working from our main office in

Champaign, or attending events/meetings across the state.  I

typically reserve the first hour of my work day to attend to emails or

phone calls, and the last 30 minutes to make my 'list' for the next

day. Everything in between is up for grabs!

 

 

 

 

 

REASON FOR MASTERMINDING

I don't have a big dream right now. I mostly want to carve out some

time to focus inward a bit and think about myself as a leader, where

am I at, where have I come from, and where do I want to go. As

much as I attempt to prioritize this in the day to day, I realize that it

always gets pushed to the back burner as more burning priorities

come up.



NAME

Daina or Dain

 

RESIDENCE

Las Vegas, NV

 

EMAIL

dainakl@msn.com 

 

TITLE

619 Coordinator

 

FUN FACT

Even though I've watched hundreds of

baseball games, I do not have a

favorite professional baseball team.  I

just really enjoy the game.

 

A BIT ABOUT ME

I am married (26 years...to one man...he's a saint, LOL) and we have

one son who is in college.  We have 3 dogs that we have rescued.  I

am an avid baseball fan, and enjoy traveling and hiking.  My guilty

pleasure is Netflix and love watching HGTV/home improvement

shows.  We enjoy working around our home doing DIY projects, but I

often forget that I do not have an entire staff to help me finish my

projects.  Professionally, I have been in the field of education for the

better part of my adult life.  I have taught general education, special

education, PK on up through high school.  I served as a special

education facilitator and instructional coach before accepting my

current position as 619 coordinator for the State. All roads for me

have led back to early childhood as this is my passion.

 

 

CURRENT ROLE/WORK

Support and coordinate early childhood special education programs

in our state. If I am not visiting sites/districts, I am in my office (by

myself) working on any number of items from data to PD or

participating in meetings to align EC/ECSE and B-3, or working on

department initiatives.

 

 

REASON FOR MASTERMINDING

I am hoping to learn and become better prepared to work with and

meet the needs of the diverse populations around our state. I would

like to build my skills in the areas of communication, problem

solving, and coaching especially when working with so many

different administrators (with different philosophies) across our

department and state.

 



NAME

Jill

 

RESIDENCE

Charlevoix, Michigan 

 

EMAIL

haanj@charemisd.org

 

TITLE

Director of EC-Charlevoix Emmet ISD

 

FUN FACT

I started out as a music major in college

with piano as my instrument but got

out quickly after having to experience

"juries" which were judged

performances for faculty!

A BIT ABOUT ME

I'm married to John and we have two children. Spencer is a freshman in

college and Sophie is a sophomore in high school. I enjoy spending

time with my family, whether it's camping, watching my children's

sporting events or visiting my parents in Florida. My daughter and I

were lucky enough to travel last summer to France where we spent a

week with friends. My top five strengths from Strengths Finder are

Learner, Intellection, Deliberative, Arranger, Achiever. I recently

completed a leadership course facilitated by Brene Brown, which has

been instrumental in helping me understand both work culture and

what we bring as individuals to our relationships with others.

 

CURRENT ROLE/WORK

I support the work of EC in our communities.  My responsibilities

include both general ED, special ED and system work at a community

level. I could be supporting the work of our EC special education team

which provides both services and special education programs.  I could

be meeting with local district administrators to support the integration

of early childhood programming throughout districts.  I could be with

our regional Great Start Collaborative discussing system level strengths,

challenges, priorities. I could be on a home visit with an Early On

provider, observing a speech therapist in a general education

classroom, working with a special education teacher in an early

childhood special education classroom, or meeting with ISD

administration to plan future professional learning or programming. 

We support 11 local school districts in rural northern Michigan across

1100 square miles. We also serve children and families on a small island

in Lake Michigan.

 

REASON FOR MASTERMINDING

I hope I can contribute in a meaningful way for the other participants.

 


